Oracle SE Pack
Ready-to-use Oracle!
Professional infrastructure,
safe and easy to start straight away

Infrastructure at your service.

The Oracle SE Pack is an operations platform that
dbi services has perfectly customised for Oracle
databases. The full package contains the following:
1. the Oracle Database Appliance ODA (server,
storage, network, software, Linux operating
system)
2. Oracle Database SE 2 (processor licence)
3. dbi services Best Practices configuration
4. the DMK Management Kit for efficient
infrastructure administration
The Oracle SE Pack shortens the lead time for
operating the Oracle Database to a minimum.
Further advantages:
➜ higher security thanks to professional hardening

of the ODA
➜ budget stability thanks to a transparent and fixed

price and reliable licence management
➜ clear responsibility thanks to the single point of

contact for hardware, software and services
Implement your Oracle platform in record time and
take advantage of highly professional
infrastructure at a fixed price.
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Because easy-to-deploy is
not fast enough: You can
start using our Oracle SE
Pack straight away. Just
switch it on and you're
done!"
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What are the characteristics of Oracle SE Pack?
➜ Full package that is optimised according to the best
practices of Oracle specialists at dbi services
➜ All-in-one bundle (hardware, software, services)
➜ Pre-installed solution - ready-to-use
➜ Attractive, fixed price which includes the licence
➜ Includes support for ODA and SE 2 in the first year

How much does the Oracle SE Pack cost?
The Oracle SE Pack solution is available in two
versions at an attractive and fixed price. The basic
package always contains the latest ODA hardware
generation, the software licence as well as a
professional configuration provided by dbi services’
experts.
Oracle SE Pack
Basic package
DR extension
Performance extension

Small

Medium

(ODA X7-2 S)

(ODA X7-2 M)

CHF 38‘000.–
CHF 51‘000.–
CHF 4‘000.–

CHF 65‘000.–
CHF 78‘000.–
CHF 4‘000.–

Twelve months of support for the ODA database appliance and for
Oracle Standard Edition 2 are included. The Disaster Recovery (DR)
extension covers 12 months of support for Dbvisit Standby software.

Will I receive updates and support?
To meet your needs, dbi services offers you
professional support with three different Service
Levels Agreements (SLA), the dbi FlexService.
What options and extensions are available for the
Oracle SE Pack?
➜
➜
➜
➜

Physical (bare-metal) or virtual delivery
Disaster Recovery (DR) with Dbvisit Standby
Adjustable performance management
Cloud expansion available

Interested?
For more information,
please contact us:
info@dbi-services.com
Tel. +41 32 422 96 00
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